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Conditioned inhibition training of the
competing cue after compound conditioning

does not reduce cue competition

ANTHONY S. RAUHUT, JANICE E. McPHEE, NORMA T.DrPIETRO, and JOHN J. B. AYRES
University ofMassachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts

In each of two experiments, we studied Pavlovian fear conditioning (as assessed by barpress condi
tioned suppression) in 32 albino rats. Following a two-stage cue-competition procedure (A+then AX+),
we subjected the competing cue (A) to conditioned inhibition training (B+, BA- ) before testing the tar
get cue (X). Conditioned inhibition training was designed to weaken the putative A-unconditioned
stimulus (US) association, perhaps changing it to an A-no-US association. Performance-deficit theo
ries of cue competition, such as comparator theory and retrieval-interference theory, predict that such
procedures should weaken cue competition, causing Conditioned Stimulus X (CS X) to evoke strong
responding. The same prediction can be deduced from recent acquisition-focused models (Dickinson
& Burke, 1996;Van Hamme & Wasserman, 1994). In opposition to this prediction, however, we found
in both experiments that conditioned inhibition training had no detectable effect on cue competition
even though it successfully abolished conditioned responding to CSA. In Experiment 2, moreover, we
found evidence against the hypothesis that the weak response to CSXwas due to generalization decre
ment rather than to cue competition. Results favor early learning-deficit theories of cue competition
over performance-deficit theories and over the recent acquisition-focused models.

In a blocking paradigm, Conditioned Stimulus X (CS X)
is reinforced in compound with CS A and is later tested
in isolation. The result is that X evokes weaker respond
ing if A had previously been conditioned than if it had
not. Conditioned performance to X is said to have been
"blocked" by the prior conditioning ofA (Kamin, 1968).
In an overshadowing paradigm, CS X is reinforced and is
later tested in isolation. The result is that X evokes weaker
responding if its reinforcement had occurred in the pres
ence of a previously untrained CS (A) than if its rein
forcement had occurred in isolation. Conditioned per
formance to X is said to have been "overshadowed" by
CS A (Pavlov, 1927). Blocking and overshadowing are both
examples of cue competition. In each paradigm, condi
tioning to one cue (A) competes with or detracts from
conditioned performance to a second cue (X).

Early theories of cue competition assumed that it re
flected deficits in learning that occurred at the time of
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reinforcement (Kamin, 1968; Mackintosh, 1975; Pearce
& Hall, 1980; Rescorla & Wagner, 1972; Wagner, 1981).
They assumed that the effects reflected the ability ofCS A
to prevent the formation of a strong X-unconditioned
stimulus (US) association. More recently, however, the
orists have proposed that cue competition reflects defi
cits occurring not at the time of reinforcement but rather
at the time of testing. Thus, CS A does not affect the for
mation of the X-US association. Rather, it prevents that
association from generating behavior when X is tested
alone (e.g., Miller & Grahame, 1991). This theory is
termed performance-deficit theory in contrast to the ear
lier learning-deficit theories.

There are two major variants of the performance-deficit
view: comparator theory and retrieval-interference the
ory. According to comparator theory (Miller & Schacht
man, 1985), when A and X are reinforced in compound,
each becomes associated with the US, just as if the other
were not there, and each becomes associated with the
other. The consequence of this within-compound associ
ation is that when X is tested alone, it evokes both a rep
resentation of the US and a representation of A, which,
in turn, evokes a representation of the US that had been
paired with A. The theory postulates that responding to
X varies directly with the strength of the X-US associa
tion and inversely with the product ofthe X-A and A-US
associations (Blaisdell, Gunther, & Miller, 1999, p. 64).

Like comparator theory, retrieval-interference theory
(Balaz, Gutsin, Cacheiro, & Miller, 1982; Kasprow, Ca
cheiro, Balaz, & Miller, 1982) also assumes that the
X-US association is strong when X is tested alone after
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being reinforced in A's presence; however, this associa
tion fails to yield performance. The reason is that some
other strong association, such as the A-US association,
interferes with retrieval of the X-US association. If the
X-US association is not retrieved to working memory, it
cannot be expressed in behavior.

Evidence for both retrieval-interference theory and
comparator theory has come from experiments that sub
jected CS A to extinction following training of the AX
compound (e.g., Blaisdell et aI., 1999; Cole, Barnet, &
Miller, 1995; Harris & Westbrook, 1998; Kaufman &
Bolles, 1981; Matzel, Schachtman, & Miller, 1985; Mat
zel, Shuster, & Miller, 1987; Yin, Grahame, & Miller,
1993). Such extinction should weaken X's comparator,
A-US, association according to comparator theory and
should weaken the source of retrieval interference ac
cording to retrieval-interference theory. These studies
have found that such extinction of A did indeed enhance
responding to X as predicted, an effect that is often termed
retrospective revaluation. This term implies that, at the
time of testing, the animal assigns a new, inflated, value
to CS X because the value of its companion, CS A, has
been deflated by the A-extinction trials that followed AX
training. A more neutral term for the phenomenon is re
covery from cue competition. This term merely describes
a result, without implying anything about underlying
psychological processes.

Recently, acquisition-focused models have been de
veloped to predict and explain recovery from cue com
petition in a molecular, trial-by-trial manner (Dickinson
& Burke, 1996; Van Hamme & Wasserman, 1994). The
first of these (Van Hamme & Wasserman, 1994) did so
by revising Rescorla and Wagner's (1972) model to allow
a CS's value to change on trials when the CS itselfwas not
presented. As is well known, the basic Rescorla-Wagner
(R-W) rule states that

LlVx = a x * f3(A - LV). (1)

Here, LlVx represents the change in CS X's associative
value as a result of a trial on which it is presented. The
quantities aX and f3 are parameters whose values lie be
tween 0 and 1 and that represent the saliences or the as
sociabilities of CS X and the US, respectively. Impor
tantly, a x is always 0 on trials in which CS X is absent.
In contrast, f3, though smaller on nonreinforced trials than
on reinforced trials, is always assigned a value greater
than zero. Arepresents the asymptotic associative value
attainable with the US in question. It is set equal to 0 on
nonreinforced trials and to a value greater than 0 on re
inforced trials. LV represents the sum of the associative
values of all stimuli present on the trial.

Van Hamme and Wasserman (1994) offered a re
vised R-W rule, in which ax would take on negative val
ues on trials on which X was not presented but its within
compound associate, A, was. In this case, a x might be
thought ofas reflecting the salience of the X representa
tion evoked by its within-compound associate, A (for
discussion see, Wasserman & Berglan, 1998). According
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to the revised R-W rule, each A- trial that followed a
series ofAX+ trials would allow CS X to gain an incre
ment in value because the product of the negative ax and
the negative quantity in parentheses would be positive.
In summary, this theory agrees with the early learning
deficit theories that cue competition results in a learning
deficit to the target cue; but, unlike the early theories, it
allows for recovery from cue competition.

The second of the acquisition-focused models that
predicts recovery from cue competition has been offered
by Dickinson and Burke (1996). It is a revision of Wag
ner's (1981) sometimes opponent process (SOP) theory.
In the SOP theory, stimuli are represented as elements
that exist in separate memory nodes. Each stimulus node
consists of three states: an inactive memory state (I), a
working memory state (A 1), and a state (A2) partway be
tween A 1 and I. During each moment that a stimulus is
exposed, a fraction of elements in its I state shifts to AI.
During each subsequent moment, a fraction of the ele
ments in Al decays to A2; during each subsequent mo
ment after that, a fraction of the elements in A2 begins
to decay back to I. The rate of decay from A2 is slower
than the rate ofdecay from A 1. The tendency for stimuli
to become associated with one another is proportional to
the number of elements concurrently in their A 1 states.
Once a CS has become associated with a US, it can acti
vate elements in the US node directly from the I state to
the A2 state. Cue competition occurs because the com
peting cue directly activates US elements to the A2 state.
This leaves fewer US elements available in I to be pro
moted to A I by the US when the target cue's elements
are concurrently in A1. Thus, the association between
the target cue and the US is limited; the target suffers a
learning deficit. To explain recovery from cue competi
tion, Dickinson and Burke suggested that stimuli might
become associated not only when their elements were
concurrently in their A1 states but also when they were
concurrently in their A2 states. Thus, when A- trials fol
low AX+ trials, A would promote US elements and X el
ements from their I to their A2 states. This conjunction
of X and US elements in A2 would strengthen the X-US
association, allowing X to recover from cue competition.

Although both the revised R-W rule and the revised
SOP theory predict recovery from cue competition, we
should note that, quite often in animal conditioning, such
recovery is not found (Kamin, 1968; Rauhut, McPhee,
& Ayres, 1999; Revusky, Parker, & Coombes, 1977;
Schachtman, Kasprow, Meyer, Bourne, & Hart, 1992,
Experiments I, 2, and 3). Indeed, just as often, the re
sults are quite the opposite: Extinction of A weakens re
sponding to X (Couvillon & Bitterrnan, 1982; Holland &
Ross, 1981; Rescorla & Colwill, 1983; Schachtman et aI.,
1992, Experiments 4 and 5; Schweitzer & Green, 1982;
Speers, Gillan, & Rescorla, 1980).

One recent study that found that extinguishing CS A
failed to restore responding to CS X was that of Rauhut
et al. (1999). These authors extinguished CS A follow
ing two different cue-competition procedures. In their
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Experiment 4, they used 32 extinction exposures of a 2
min CS A; in their Experiment 5, they used 102 such ex
posures. A possible criticism of their work was that they
failed to give enough exposures in their Experiment 4
(cf. Blaisdell et aI., 1999). And, although they gave many
more exposures in their Experiment 5, they found sub
stantial spontaneous recovery of responding to CS A in
at least the first four of their six extinction sessions. The
prevalence of such spontaneous recovery casts doubt on
the extent to which they succeeded in extinguishing the
A-US association. Further doubt was cast in a final test of
A that was performed after tests ofother CSs. In that final
test, CS A again evoked moderately strong performance.

In Experiment 1 of the present research, we attempted
a technique that, theoretically, should be more effective
than simple extinction at weakening the A-US associa
tion; indeed, the technique might even reverse that asso
ciation, changing it to an A-no-US association. The
technique was Pavlovian conditioned inhibition training
of the form B+, BA-. That training also included inter
mingled nonreinforced exposures ofA in isolation. Such
exposures are known not to weaken conditioned inhibi
tion (Witcher & Ayres, 1984; Zimmer-Hart & Rescorla,
1974) and may even strengthen it (DeVito & Fowler,
1986, 1987). Strong responding to CS B coupled with
weak responding to the BA compound and to A in isola
tion would be consistent with the idea that A had been
changed to a conditioned inhibitor or at least with the
idea that the A-US association had been substantially re
duced or substantially opposed by a competing A-no-US
association. This conclusion could then be further strength
ened if, after tests of CS X were completed, a test of A
showed no recovery of excitatory responding.

Besides weakening the A-US association, the condi
tioned inhibition procedure should have a second conse
quence of importance to comparator theory. When CS A
is exposed in the absence of CS X, a weakening of the
X-A within-compound association is expected (Res
coria & Freberg, 1978). Rauhut et al. (1999) presented A
in X's absence in only one way: They exposed A in iso
lation. In the present experiments, we presented A in X's
absence in two ways: in isolation and in compound with
CS B. It is not unreasonable to believe that the more
ways that A is presented in X's absence, the weaker the
X-A within-compound association should become. Ac
cording to comparator theory, excitatory responding to X
is inversely related to the product of the X-A and A-US
associations. Our conditioned inhibition procedure should
excel at reducing both of these associations; therefore, it
should be especially effective in fostering the expression
of the X-US association.

Conditioned inhibition training of CS A should also
be especially effective in fostering recovery from cue
competition according to the revised R-W rule. For ex
ample, ifwe compare the effects ofan A-trial with those
ofa BA-trial in which B has previously been conditioned
to asymptote, we can see that the quantity in parentheses

of Equation I is much more negative in the BA- case.
Given the negative aX, this means that the positive incre
ment to X must be greater than on a corresponding A
trial. The revised SOP theory makes a similar prediction,
given its new assumption that CS X and the US become
associated when both have elements concurrently in A2.
The reason is that on BA- trials, CS A will promote
CS X elements from I to A2 and, at first, will also pro
mote US elements from I to A2. CS B, whose condi
tioned strength is always maintained throughout the B+,
BA- procedure, will always promote US elements from
I to A2. The number of US elements in A2 will always
be larger on BA-trials than on A-trials. Therefore, the
association between X and the US will grow stronger on
BA- trials than on A- trials.

In Experiment 2, we sought to replicate the main find
ings of Experiment I. We also included a control group
designed to see whether the effects that we attributed to
cue competition were instead due to generalization dec
rement. In addition, after the B+, BA-procedure, we per
formed a transfer-summation test and a retardation test
(Rescorla, 1969) in search of evidence that CS A did in
deed become inhibitory.

As in much past work on cue competition, we used the
conditioned suppression procedure (Estes & Skinner,
1941) to index conditioned performance. We paired our
CSs with shock USs while our rat subjects barpressed for
food. We took the amount ofbarpress suppression evoked
by the CSs as a measure of the strength of the condi
tioned response (CR). Suppression occurs because the
rat crouches and remains immobile, usually away from
the bar, when frightened by the CS (Bevins & Ayres,
1992, 1994; Bouton & Bolles, 1980; Mast, Blanchard, &
Blanchard, 1982). That behavior is incompatible with
barpressing.

EXPERIMENT 1

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 32 male albino rats ofHoltzman stock

bred at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. At the start of
deprivation, they were about 90 days old and ranged in weight from
337 to 620 g. All rats were housed singly in stainless steel mesh
cages with free access to water. The colony was lighted from 0700
to 2300 h daily, and the experiment was performed between 0900
and 1700 h. Beginning 7 days before the experiment, each rat was
handled for I min each day and was fed only 3-5 g daily to reduce
it to 80% of its free-feeding weight. All rats were kept at this level
throughout the study.

Apparatus. Eight operant boxes (inside dimensions = 23.2 X
20.3 x 19.5 cm) were housed in 0.61-m ventilated cubes of 12.7
mm-thick plywood, lined with acoustical tile. The end walls of each
box were aluminum; the sides and top were clear Plexiglas. Cen
tered in one end wall was a response bar (5 X 1.5 cm) mounted
8 cm above the floor. A dipper tray (5 X 5 X 5.5 cm) was recessed
in the lower left corner of this same wall. The floor consisted of 18
stainless steel rods (2 mm in diameter), centers spaced 1.3 cm apart.
A shock US (0.8 mA, I sec) produced by 8 Grason-Stadler shock
generators and scramblers (Models E1064 and 700) was delivered
through these rods.



Four CSs (A, B, C, and X) were produced as follows. Two speak
ers (10 cm in diameter) were mounted on each box lid. One speaker
provided a continuous white noise of80 dB when added to the noise
produced by the ventilation fans. The cessation of the white noise,
leaving a background of 68 dB, served as CS A. The other speaker
produced a tone (1000 Hz, 86 dB) that served as CS B. CS C was a
series of clicks produced by the 10-Hz operation of a relay
(KHP 17D11, Potter & Brumfield), which was bolted through its
plastic casing to the outer surface of the Plexiglas wall to the rat's
right as it faced the response bar. The clicks raised the sound level
to 86 dB. Sound intensity was measured using a sound level meter
(Radio Shack #33-2050, Slow-C) with the microphone placed
about 7 cm from the dipper tray. The illumination ofa frosted white
light bulb (120 V; 7.5 W) served as CS X. This bulb was mounted
on the back wall of the ventilated cube (to the rat's right as it faced
the bar), just above a constantly lit red bulb (120 V; 7.5 W). Each
CS was always 2 min in duration.

Barpressing was reinforced by a 4-sec access to a O.I-ml dipper
cup of 32% liquid sucrose. A computer in an adjacent room con
trolled all programmed events and recorded the number of bar
presses in each minute of each session.

Procedure. The procedure is outlined in Table I. The rats were
randomly assigned to four groups (ns = 8): CC_Cl, NC_Cl, CC_NI,
and NC_NI. Here, the term before the dash C) denotes whether the
group underwent a cue-competition procedure (CC) or no compe
tition (NC). The term after the dash denotes whether the group later
received conditioned inhibition training (Cl) to CS A or no inhibi
tion training (NI). Following preliminary barpress training (not
shown in the table), Stage I consisted of acquisition to CSs A and
B for all groups. In Stage 2, Groups CC_Cl and CC_NI received
training to the stimulus compound AX; CS A was intended to com
pete with X. Groups NC_CI and NC_NI received training to CS X
alone; thus, there was no CS to compete with X.I In Stage 3, Groups
CC_Cl and NC_CI received conditioned inhibition training de
signed to reduce A's excitation and perhaps to convert it to inhibi
tion. Thus, these groups received reinforced exposures to CS B (B+
trials) and nonreinforced exposures to the BA compound (BA- tri
als). They also received numerous nonreinforced exposures to CS A
in isolation (A- trials) so that A's effects could be assessed inde
pendently of B and so that any excitation to A resulting from its as
sociation with B in the BA compound could be weakened. In con
trast, Groups CC_NI and NC_NI received the same B+ trials as the
conditioned inhibition groups but received C- trials instead of BA
trials. In addition, they received only two A- trials so that A's ef
fects could be assessed in the absence of other cues but without se
riously weakening A's conditioned value. In Stage 4, all groups
underwent extinction testing to CS X alone so as to assess cue com
petition. In Stage 5, all groups received a brief test ofCS A, allow
ing us to see whether any spontaneous recovery occurred in the
groups that had received conditioned inhibition training to A.

Preliminary training. Preliminary training included 2 days of
teaching the rats to approach the dipper when raised (magazine
training), 3 days of teaching them to barpress for sucrose with each
barpress reinforced (CRF schedule), 2 days of training in which
food could be earned at variable intervals averaging 60 sec (VI 60-

Table I
Design of Experiment I

Group Stage I Stage 2 Stage 3 Test Test

CCCI A+,B+ AX+ B+,BA- X- A-
CCNI A+,B+ AX+ B+,C- X- A-
NC_CI A+,B+ X+ B+,BA- X- A-
NC_NI A+,B+ X+ B+,C- X- A-

Note--eS A = noise off; CS B = tone; CS C = click; CS X = light.
The "+" sign indicates that a CS was paired with a shock (US). The
"-" sign indicates a CS was not paired with a US.
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sec schedule of reinforcement), and 3 days of pretesting CSs A, B,
C, and X. Each CS was given once daily. On Days I and 3 ofpretest
ing, the order was B, C, X, A. On Day 2, the order was reversed.
Throughout the experiment, all CSs were 2 min in duration. Begin
ning with VI training, each session was 60 min long, and the VI sched
ule remained in force in every session for every group.

Stage 1 (A+ and B+ training). Stage I lasted 6 days. On each day,
each group received one A+ trial and one B+ trial. The goal was to
establish CS A as an excitor to maximize its later competition with
CS X and to establish CS B as an excitor in whose presence CS A
could later be nonreinforced in a Pavlovian conditioned inhibition
procedure (B+, BA-). This procedure should weaken A's excita
tion and perhaps change it to inhibition. Throughout this research,
when trials were reinforced, shock was delivered in the last I sec of
the 2-min CS.

Stage 2 (AX+ or X+ training). On each of 6 days in Stage 2,
Groups CC_Cl and CC_NI received two AX+ trials, whereas
Groups NC_CI and NC_NI received two X+ trials. The aim was for
CS A to compete with X only in the two CC groups. On Day 5 of
this stage, all groups received one X - "probe" trial in addition to
their typical treatment. The goal was to provide evidence (before
conditioned inhibition training) of cue competition in Groups
CC_Cl and CC_NI. Weaker suppression to CS X in these two
groups relative to the other two groups would suggest that CS A
successfully competed with CS X in Groups CC_Cl and CC_NI.

Stage 3 (conditioned inhibition training). Stage 3 lasted 24 days.
On each day, the two groups that received conditioned inhibition
training, Groups CC_Cl and NC_Cl, received either two B+ and
two BA- trials (Days 6, 10, 15, 18, 19,21, and 23) or one B+ and
three BA- trials (remaining days). This B+, BA- procedure was
intended to weaken the excitatory value of CS A, perhaps convert
ing A into a conditioned inhibitor of fear. Group CC_Cl also re
ceived one A-trial on Days 11-24. This procedure had three aims.
First, it was intended to assess the conditioned strength ofCS A in
dependently of CS B. Second, it was intended to weaken any exci
tation that A might gain by being associated with B. Third, it,
together with the BA- trials, was intended to weaken the X-A as
sociation. Altogether, the two groups that received B+, BA- train
ing experienced a total of 79 2-min nonreinforced exposures to
CS A, either alone or in compound with CS B, for a total of 158 min
ofnonreinforced exposure. The two groups that received no condi
tioned inhibition training to CS A, Groups CC_NI and NC_NI, re
ceived during this stage the same daily number ofB+ trials and non
reinforced trials as the other two groups. However, CS C replaced
both the BA- trials and the A- trials, with one exception: On Days
II and 24, CS A was presented once to these two groups. The aim
was to assess the conditioned value ofCS A apart from CS B, while
minimizing the extinction of that value.

Stage 4 (extinction test to X). Stage 4, the critical test of CS X,
lasted 3 days. Each group received two X - trials per day. Weaker
suppression to CS X in Groups CC_Cl and CC_NI than in the other
two groups would suggest that CS A successfully competed with
conditioned performance to CS X. Weaker suppression in CC_NI
than in CC_Cl would suggest that weakening the excitation condi
tioned to CS A and/or weakening the X-A association in
Group CC_Cl reduced the potential ofCS A to compete with CS X.
Comparator theory expects such a reduction because weakening the
A-US association weakens the product of the X-A and A-US
associations, allowing the X-US association to be expressed.
Retrieval-interference theory expects the same result, because
weakening the A-US association should reduce its ability to inter
fere with retrieval ofthe X-US association during the test of X's ef
fects. The revised R-W rule and the revised SOP theory expect the
effect, because each exposure to A-should cause an increase in
the associative value of its within-compound associate, X; more
over, this increase should be especially pronounced when A is non
reinforced in compound with an excitor such as CS 8.
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Stage 5 (extinction test to A). A one-trial extinction test ofA's ef
fects was given in Stage 5. Any conditioned suppression evoked by
CS A would suggest that the conditioned inhibition procedure had
been less than successful at weakening the A-US association or at
holding it in check with a CS-no-US association.

Measure ofconditioning. CS-evoked suppression of barpressing
was expressed in terms of a suppression ratio, D/(D + B). Here, D
is the number of responses occurring during a 2-min CS, and B is
the number of responses in the 2 min just before the CS (Annau &
Kamin, 1961). A ratio of 0 denotes strong suppression, and a ratio
of.5 denotes no effect of the CS. Rarely, a suppression ratio could
not be computed because a rat stopped responding during both the
CS and the pre-CS periods. On such a trial, we estimated the sup
pression ratio by averaging the ratios obtained on the immediately
preceding trial and the immediately following triaJ.2

Statistical analyses. Most results were analyzed using mixed
design analyses of variance (ANOVAs) followed in some cases by
planned contrasts, using t tests. The error term and degrees of free
dom for those tests were derived from the ANOVA (Winer, 1962,
chap. 7). A two-tailed critical region of .05 was used throughout.

Results
The main result of Experiment 1 was that subjecting

CS A to Pavlovian conditioned inhibition training, after
AX+ training and before testing ofCS X, failed to reduce
cue competition in Group CC_Cl. This group showed
weaker suppression than either of the two control groups
and did not differ from Group CC_NI. Group CC_NI had
also received a cue-competition treatment but had not re
ceived Pavlovian conditioned inhibition training.

Stage 1 (A+ and B+). One rat in Group NC_NI failed
to condition to CS B (suppression ratio averaged over all
six trials> .40). This rat was removed from the study,
and degrees offreedom were reduced accordingly. Except
for this rat, suppression to CS A and to CS B was acquired
normally. For CS A, the mean suppression ratio dropped
from .48 on Triall to .01 on Trial 6. For CS B, the mean
suppression ratio dropped from .50 on Trial 1 to .03 on

Trial 6. Consistent with their not having been treated dif
ferently at this point, the groups did not differ in their sup
pression. Group X trial ANOVAs conducted separately
on the suppression to CS A and to CS B revealed only the
effect of trial to be significant [Fs(5,135) > 114].

Stage 2 (AX+vs. X+). The results of Stage 2, exclud
ing the probe trial, are shown in Figure 1. Because of
their prior training to CS A, Groups CC_Cl and CC_NI
suppressed strongly to the AX compound from the out
set of this stage. In contrast, Groups NC_CI and NC_NI
both gradually acquired suppression to the previously
untrained CS X. A group X trial ANOVAisolating these
latter two groups revealed only a significant effect oftrial
[F(lI,143) = 23.39], implying that the two groups did
not differ in their rates of acquisition to CS X.

Figure 2 (top panel) shows the results of the probe trial
given on Day 5 of Stage 2. A two-way (cue competition
X conditioned inhibition) ANOVAwas performed on this
trial. It revealed only a main effect of cue competition
[F(l,27) = 73.93], suggesting that the two groups that
received the cue-competition treatment (Groups CC_Cl
and CC_NI) suppressed less to CS X than the two groups
that did not (Groups NC_CI and NC_NI). These results
provide evidence that CS A reduced conditioned perfor
mance to CS X in the two cue-competition groups.

Stage 3 (conditioned inhibition training). Two rats
in Group CC_Cl and 1rat in Group NC_CI failed to mas
ter the discrimination between B+ and BA- (averaged
over the last half of training, the mean suppression ratio
to BA- minus the mean suppression ratio to B+ < +.05).
Consequently, these rats were removed from the study,
and degrees of freedom in subsequent analyses are suit
ably reduced. Figure 3 (top panel) shows the results of
the Pavlovian conditioned inhibition training that was
given to Groups CC_Cl and NC_CI. Early in this train
ing, the BA compound tended to evoke more suppression

0 .6
i= AX+ orX+ -+- CC_Cl
-e .5 -e- CC_NI
a: -e- NC_CI
Z --- NC_NI0 .4en
(J)
w .3a:
Q.
Q. .2:::J
(J)

Z .1-e
W
~ .0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

TRIAL

Figure 1. Acquisition of conditioned barpress suppression to the AX com
pound for Groups CC_Cl and CC_NI and to CS X for Groups NC_CI and
NC_NI during Stage 2 of Experiment 1. Error bars show ±1 SEM.
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GROUP

Figure 2. Top panel: Suppression on the X - probe trial on
Day 5 of Stage 2 in Experiment 1. Middle panel: Suppression to
CS A at the end of differential treatment in Stage 3 and just be
fore (pre) the crucial test of CS X. Bottom panel: Suppression to
CS A in Stage 5 just after (post) the test of CS X. Error bars show
:!:ISEM.

inhibition was significant[F(I,24) = 73.29]. This result
means that the two groups that received conditioned in
hibition training (Groups CC_Cl and NC_CI) sup
pressed less to CS A than the two groups that did not
(Groups CC_NI and NC_NI). Thus, all the preconditions
were now in place to permit us to ask whether weaken
ing conditioned responding to CS A would reduce A's
ability to compete with conditioned performance to X.

Stage 4 (extinction test to X). Figure 4 shows the re
sults of Stage 4, the critical extinction test to CS X. A
three-way (cue competition X conditioned inhibition X

trial) ANOVAwas performed on the data. It revealed sig
nificant effects of cue competition [F(I,24) = 50.25],
trial [F(5,120) = 5.78], and the cue competition X trial
interaction [F(5, 120) = 3.15]. No other effects were sig
nificant. The significant effect of cue competition sug
gests that the two groups subjected to a cue-competition
procedure (Groups CC_Cl and CC_NI) suppressed less
to CS X than the two groups that did not receive such
training (Groups NC_CI and NC_NI). That is, CS A re
duced conditioned performance to CS X in Groups
CC_Cl and CC_NI. There was no hint in the data that con
ditioned inhibition training (intended to weaken the pu
tative A-US and X-A associations) enhanced perfor
mance to CS X (compare Groups CC_Cl vs. CC_NI).

During the crucial extinction test ofCS X, the groups
did not differ in their pre-CS response rates. The group
mean rates here and in other important test stagesare shown
in Table 2. In each ofthese stages, ANOVAssuch as those
used to analyze the corresponding suppression ratios re
vealed no effects involving groups to be significant.

Stage 5 (extinction test to A). The results of the non
reinforced CS A trial that followed the extinction test of
X are shown in Figure 2 (bottom panel). A cue competi
tion X conditioned inhibition ANOVAconducted on this
trial revealed only an effect of conditioned inhibition
[F(I ,24) = 102.79]. This result is further evidence that
conditioned inhibition training weakened the ability of
CS A to evoke suppression. Indeed, there is no hint of
any spontaneous recovery in Group CC_Cl.

Discussion
One oftwo groups that had received a cue-competition

treatment (A+ then AX+) was next given a conditioned
inhibition treatment (B+, BA-). Besides weakening the
X-A association, this treatment was designed to weaken
the excitatory value ofCS A and perhaps to transform A
from a conditioned excitor to a conditioned inhibitor.
Performance-deficit theories of cue competition predict
that weakening CS A's excitation should allow an X-US
association that was strong at the end ofAX+ training to
generate performance when X is subsequently tested in
isolation. Recent acquisition-focused models, such as
the revised R- W rule (Van Hamme & Wasserman, 1994)
and the revised SOP theory (Dickinson & Burke, 1996),
predict that a weak X-US association should gain strength
with each A- (and especially BA-) trial that follows
AX+ training. Our B+, BA-treatment seemed to be sue-
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than did the B element. This is to be expected, because the
excitation conditioned separately to B and to A should
summate when the two CSs are compounded. Around
Day 11, however, suppression began to weaken to the BA
compound. On Day 24, suppression to BA was signifi
cantly weaker than suppression to B [correlated t(l2) =
25.82]. This data pattern is consistent with (but does not
demand) the interpretation that CS A became increas
ingly inhibitory with training and that its inhibition off
set B's excitation.

Figure 3 (bottom panel) shows the results of the B+,
C- training given to Groups CC_NI and NC_NI. Both
groups clearly discriminated between the two stimuli from
the outset. That is, they suppressed throughout training
to B+ but not to C-.

Figure 2 (middle panel) shows the results of the last
A- probe trial the groups received in Stage 3. A cue
competition X conditioned inhibition ANOVA was per
formed on this trial. Only the main effect ofconditioned
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Figure 3. Top panel: Suppression on B+ and BA- trials during conditioned

inhibition training in Experiment 1 for Groups CC_Cl and NC_CI in Stage 3.
Bottom panel: Suppression on B+ and C- trials for Groups CC_NI and
NC_NI in Stage 3. Error bars show ±1 SEM.

cessful, in that, by the end of it, only CS B evoked con
ditioned suppression of barpressing. The BA compound
did not; nor did CS A in isolation. Furthermore, no spon
taneous recovery of conditioned suppression to CS A
was observed in a final test conducted after extinction tests
to CS X. Despite our apparent success at weakening the
A-US association in this group (or at holding it in check
with a competing A-no-US association), the group showed
a strong cue-competition effect relative to control groups;
indeed, it did not differ from another group that also re
ceived a cue-competition treatment but for which CS A
was left highly excitatory.

Although our results are consistent with early learning
deficit interpretations ofcue-competition effects (Kamin,
1968; Mackintosh, 1975; Pearce & Hall, 1980; Rescorla
& Wagner, 1972; Wagner, 1981), those interpretations
may be questioned if, in fact, the effects we have attrib
uted to cue competition are instead due to generalization
decrement. Thus, both of our cue-competition groups,

CC_Cl and CC_NI, received testing ofX following train
ing ofAX. Their two comparison groups, NC_CI and
NC_NI, received testing of X following training of X.
Clearly, the training stimulus differed from the test stim
ulus for the two CC groups but not for the two NC groups.
The two CC groups would therefore be expected to show
generalization decrement during the test. Perhaps their
weak suppression in the test sessions was due to this gen
eralization decrement and not to cue competition. Exper
iment 2 tested this possibility.

EXPERIMENT 2

Pearce (1987) has suggested that adding a novel A to
a conditioned X would produce a level ofgeneralization
decrement similar to that produced by removing A from
a conditioned AX compound. If Experiment 1 had in
cluded a group conditioned with X and tested with AX,
that group would have provided a measure of general-
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Figure 4. Suppression to CS X during the extinction test for cue competition
in Experiment 1. Error bars show ::1::1 SEM.

ization decrement. Ifthat group then showed stronger sup
pression in its AX test than the two CC groups showed
in their X test, then the evidence for cue competition in
the two CC groups would have been much stronger than
it was (for similar logic, see 8laisdeII, Denniston, &
Miller, 1998). In Experiment 2, we sought to provide such
a control for generalization decrement while replicating
the main findings of Experiment I. At the end ofthe ex
periment, we added a transfer summation test and a re
tardation test (Rescorla, 1969) in search of more evi
dence that the conditioned inhibition treatment may have
transformed CS A from a conditioned excitor to a con
ditioned inhibitor.

Method
Subjects and Apparatus. The subjects were 32 experimentally

naive male albino rats ofCharles River stock, bred in our colony at
the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. At the start of depriva
tion, they ranged in age from 71 to 94 days and in weight from 353
to 580 g. Housing and animal care procedures were unchanged, as
was the apparatus.

Procedure. Preliminary barpress training was identical to that of
Experiment 1.Then, as shown in Table 3, three groups of rats (ns =
8) received the treatments given to Groups CC_Cl, CC_NI, and
NC_NI in Experiment I; accordingly, their group names were un
changed. The fourth group, Group GenDec (n = 8), received a
treatment similar to that of Group NC_NI but modified in Stages I
and 4 to permit us to assess the degree of generalization decrement
caused by combining a neutral CS A with a well-conditioned CS X.
If generalization decrement occurs, we should expect less suppres
sion to the AX compound in Group GenDec than to the X element
in Group NC_NI. The question would then become: Is the suppres
sion to AX in Group GenDec just as weak as the suppression to the
X element in the two cue-competition groups (Groups CC_Cl and
CC_NI)? Ifit is not, then the weaker suppression in the two CC groups
would be attributed to some process in addition to the generaliza
tion decrement caused in those groups when CS A was removed
from the conditioned AX compound in order to test X alone. Pre
sumably, that additional process would be cue competition.

Stage 1 (A+ and B+ training). For the first three groups in Table 3,
this stage replicated exactly the A+ and B+ training of Experi
ment I. For Group GenDec, however, CS C replaced CS A. The aim
was to match this group to the others in terms of the number and
spacing of reinforced trials while simultaneously maintaining the
neutrality of CS A.

Stage 2 (AX+ or X+ training). This stage also replicated that of
Experiment I for the first three groups in Table 3. Group GenDec,
like Group NC_NI, received training to the X element in isolation
so as to avoid cue competition in either of these groups. As before,
this stage included a probe test ofCS X for the first three groups of
Table 3. This test was designed to provide evidence of cue compe
tition prior to the conditioned inhibition training of CS A in the next
phase. During the probe test, Group GenDec was presented with
the AX compound so as to provide a preliminary assessment of the
generalization decrement caused by adding a nonconditioned CS A
to the excitatory CS X.

Stage 3 (conditioned inhibition training). As in Experiment I, this
phase was designed to use conditioned inhibition training (B+,
BA-) in Group CC_Cl to weaken the putative X-A association to
gether with the excitation conditioned to the competing cue, CS A.
On each day, Group CC_Cl received either two B+ and two BA
trials (Days 6, 10, 15, 18, 19,21,23,25,26, and 27) or one B+ and
three BA- trials (remaining days). In addition, this group received
one A- trial per day. We introduced the A- trial on Day I here in
stead of on Day 11, as in Experiment I, hoping that the earlier in
troduction of A- trials would facilitate the discrimination between
B and BA. In addition, we conducted conditioned inhibition train
ing for 28 days here instead ofthe original 24. Altogether, the group
that received conditioned inhibition training experienced 102 non
reinforced exposures (each 2 min) to CS A, either alone or in com-

Table 2
Pre-CS Rates (per 2 min) in Various Stages of Experiment 1

Group X- Probe Stage 3 A- TestX-Stage 5 A-

CC_Cl 45 58 53 68
CCNI 65 66 55 85
NCCI 40 79 64 88
NCNI 68 76 62 94

Note-The "-" sign indicates that the CS was not followedby the US.
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Figure 5. Top panel: Suppression on the X- probe trial on
Day 5 of Stage 2 in Experiment 2. Middle panel: Suppression to
CS A at the end of differential treatment in Stage 3 and immedi
ately before (pre) the crucial test of CS X. Bottom panel: Sup
pression to CS A in Stage 5 immediately following (post) the test
of CS X. Error bars show ±l SEM.

GenDec. No rats failed to condition. For CS A, the mean
suppression ratio dropped from .50 on Trial 1 to .08 on
Trial 6. For CS B, the drop was from .46 to .05. For CS C,
the drop was from .48 to .05. The rates ofacquisition ap
peared to be similar for all three CSs, and, as in Experi
ment 1, the groups did not differ in their overall levels of
suppression or in their rates ofacquisition to either CS A
or CS B.

Stage 2 (AX+ vs. X+). The results ofthis stage are not
shown but looked much like those plotted in Figure 1.
That is, the groups that had previously been conditioned
to CS A (Groups CC_Cl and CC_NI) suppressed at the
outset to the AX compound (mean suppression ratio =
.07 on Trial 1) and continued to do so throughout (mean
suppression ratio = .06 on Trial 12). In contrast, the two
groups conditioned to X in isolation for the first time
(Groups NC_NI and GenDec) suppressed weakly to X at
the outset (mean suppression ratio for both groups com
bined = .42 on Trial 1) and gradually acquired suppres-
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pound with B, for a total of 204 min of nonreinforced exposure. As
in Experiment I, the remaining groups in this phase received train
ing of the form B+, C-. Besides matching these three groups with
Group CC_Cl in terms ofthe number and spacing ofreinforced and
nonreinforced trials, this training was designed to leave the value of
CS A unchanged. However, for these groups, there were probe as
sessments of that value. A single A-probe trial replaced a C- trial
on Days I and 28 and (by mistake) on Day 4.

Stage 4 (extinction test to X). For the first three groups in Table 3,
the test of CS X that followed conditioned inhibition training was
identical to the test ofX in Experiment I. For Group GenDec, how
ever, the AX compound was tested instead ofthe X element. On the
basis of the results of Experiment I, we expected Groups CC_Cl
and CC_NI to show much weaker suppression than Group NC_NI.
At issue is whether Groups CC_Cl and CC_NI will also show weaker
suppression to X than Group GenDec shows to AX.

Stage 5 (extinction test to A). A one-trial extinction test ofA's ef
fects was conducted as in Experiment I for all four groups.

Stage 6 (conditioning a transfer excitor). This stage lasted for 4
days, each with two C+ trials. The aim was to establish CS C as an
excitor in all groups in preparation for a transfer summation test in
Stage 7.

Stage 7 (summation test). This stage was a summation savings
test for conditioned inhibition (Rescorla, 1971). It lasted for 6 days,
each with two C+ trials and two CA - trials. We assumed that ifCS A
had acquired any inhibitory value in Group cc_cr, it should come
to inhibit responding to CS C more rapidly in that group than in
Group GenDec, for which CS A should have been relatively neutral.

Stage 8 (retardation test). In this final stage, CS A was presented
twice daily for 5 days. Halfofthese presentations were paired with
shock. The order of A+ and A - trials across the 5 days was - +,
+-, -+, ++, and - -. IfCS A had acquired any inhibitory value in
Group CC_Cl during conditioned inhibition training, then we might
expect conditioned suppression to CS A to be acquired more slowly
in Group cc_cr than in Group GenDec, for which CS A should
have been more neutral (Rescorla, 1969).

Group Stage I Stage 2 Stage 3 Test Test Sum Ret

CCCI A+,B+ AX+ B+,BA- X- A- C+,CA- A±
CCNI A+,B+ AX+ B+,C- X- A- C+,CA- A±
NC_NI A+,B+ X+ B+,C- X- A- C+,CA- A±
GenDec C+,B+ X+ B+,C- AX- A- C+,CA- A±

Note-CS A = noise off; CS B = tone; CS C = click; CS X = light.
Sum = summation test; Ret = retardation test. The "+" sign indicates
that a CS was paired with a shock (US). The "-" sign indicates that a
CS was not paired with a US.

Table 3
Design of Experiment 2

Results
Experiment 2 successfully replicated the main finding

of Experiment 1. That is, subjecting CS A to Pavlovian
conditioned inhibition training after AX+ training and
before testing CS X failed to reduce cue competition in
Group CC_Cl relative to Group CC_NI. Moreover, the
weak suppression in both of these groups could not be
explained in terms of generalization decrement because
it was weaker than the suppression in Group GenDec
when the nonconditioned CS A was added to the condi
tioned CS X.

Stage 1 (A+ and B+). Acquisition of suppression to
CSs A and B proceeded normally in the first three groups
of Table 3, as did suppression to CSs Band C in Group
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sion to that CS (mean suppression ratio for both groups
combined = .03 on Trial 12). The two groups' rates ofac
quisition appeared to be similar.

Of more interest in this stage were the results of the
probe trial given on Day 5. This trial provided a prelimi
nary measure of cue competition in Groups CC_Cl and
CC_NI and ofthe generalization decrement produced in
Group GenDec when, for the first time, the neutral CS A
was compounded with the ·conditioned CS X. These re
sults, shown in the top panel ofFigure 5, reveal weak sup
pression in the two cue-competition groups (Groups
CC_Cl and CC_NI) and strong suppression in the two
control groups (Groups NC_NI and GenDec). One-way
ANOVArevealed a significant effect ofgroup [F(3,28) =
20.76]. Planned t tests using the error term and degrees
offreedom from the ANOVAshowed that Groups CC_Cl
and CC_NI did not differ [t(28) = 1.19] but that, together,
they did differ from Group GenDec [t(28) = 5.04]. Group
GenDec, in turn, did not differ from Group NC_NI
(t < I). Thus, Group GenDec showed little evidence for

generalization decrement. These results imply that the
weak suppression in the two cue-competition groups was
indeed due to cue competition and not to generalization
decrement.

Stage 3 (conditioned inhibition training). Three of
the 8 rats in Group CC_Cl failed to learn the discrimi
nation between B+ and BA- (averaged over the last half
of training, the mean suppression ratio to BA- minus
mean suppression ratio to B+ < +.05). These 3 rats were
dropped from the study at this point, and degrees offree
dom in all subsequent statistical analyses were reduced
accordingly. The top panel of Figure 6 shows the results
of the conditioned inhibition training for the remaining
5 rats in the group. It is clear that these rats gradually
formed a strong discrimination between B+ and BA
over the course of this training. On the last day, suppres
sion to BA was significantly weaker than suppression to
B [correlated t(4) = 6.72].

The bottom panel of Figure 6 shows the results for
Group GenDec during the B+, C- trials of Stage 3. CSs
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Figure 6. Top panel: Suppression on B+ and BA-trials during conditioned
inhibition training in Experiment 2 for Group CC_Cl in Stage 3. Bottom
panel: Suppression on B+ and C - trials for Group GenDec in Stage 3. Error
bars show ±I SEM.
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Band C had each been conditioned in Stage I, so each
evoked strong suppression at the start of Stage 3. Only
CS B, however, maintained that ability.

The results for Groups CC_NI and NC_NI during their
B+, C- trials are not shown. Those results looked much
like those in the bottom panel of Figure 3, obtained for
comparable groups in Experiment I. Thus, for both
groups, CS B, which had been reinforced in Stage I and
continued to be reinforced in Stage 3, always evoked
strong suppression. In contrast, CS C, which had never
been paired with shock and continued to be unpaired in
Stage 3, never evoked suppression.

The middle panel of Figure 5 shows the results of the
final A-probe trial, which was given on the last day of
Stage 3. An ANOVA performed on these data revealed a
significant effect of group [F(3,25) = 121.9]. The sup
pression in Group CC_Cl, which had received B+, BA
training designed to reduce the excitatory value ofCS A,
showed no stronger suppression to A than did Group
GenDec, for which A had never been paired with shock.
Moreover, both of these groups suppressed much less
than Groups CC_NI and NC_NI, for which no attempt
was made to reduce the excitation previously condi
tioned to CS A.

Stage 4 (extinction test ofCS X). Figure 7 shows the
results of the crucial test of CS X in Stage 4 for the first
three groups in Table 3. For Group GenDec, the AX com
pound was tested instead of CS X. A group X trial
ANOVAperformed on these data found significant effects
of group [F(3,25) = 4.91] and trial [F(5,125) = 4.03).
A second ANOVA isolating Groups CC_Cl and CC_NI
found that they did not differ [F(l,II) = 1.21]. A third
ANOVA found that these two groups combined sup
pressed significantly less than Group GenDec [F(I,19) =
9.55]. A fourth ANOVA isolating Groups GenDec and
NC_NI found no significant effect ofgroup (F < I); how-

Table 4
Pre-CS Rates (per 2 min) in Various Stages of Experiment 2

Group X-Probe Stage 3 A- TestX-Test A- Sum Ret

CCCI 42 41 39 51 37 50
CCNI 40 46 40 53 39 48
NC_NI 49 66 53 57 43 59
GenDec 37 65 53 60 39 51

Note-The "-" sign indicates that the CS was not followedby the US.
Sum = summation test; Ret = retardation test.

ever, the group X trial interaction approached signifi
cance [F(5,70) = 2.12,p = .07). This interaction reflects
the tendency for Group GenDec to suppress less than
Group NC_NI on the first three test trials. In sum, the re
sults imply that some generalization decrement may
have occurred in Group GenDec but not enough to ex
plain the significantly weaker suppression in the two cue
competition groups (Groups CC_Cl and CC_NI). This
weaker suppression, then, is presumably due to cue com
petition. Furthermore, devaluing the competing cue (CS A)
by subjecting it to conditioned inhibition training follow
ing AX training did not weaken CS A's ability to compete
effectively with CS X. These latter results and conclusions
are entirely consistent with those of Experiment I.

During the crucial extinction test of CS X, the groups
did not differ in their pre-CS response rates. The group
mean rates here and in other important test stages are
shown in Table 4. In each of these stages, ANOVAs sim
ilar to those performed on the corresponding suppression
ratios revealedno effects involvinggroups to be significant.

Stage 5 (extinction test of CS A). The bottom panel
of Figure 5 shows the results of testing CS A on the day
following the test ofCS X. Consistent with the results of
Experiment I, Group CC_Cl showed no evidence ofspon
taneous recovery ofsuppression to CS A, suppressing no
more than Group GenDec, which had never received
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Figure 7. Suppression to CS X during the extinction test for cue competi
tion in Experiment 2. Error bars show %1 SEM.
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Figure 8. Top panel: Suppression to C+ and CA- trials during
the summation test in Experiment 2 for Groups CC_Cl, CC_NI,
NC_NI, and GenDec. Given that within-group differences in re
sponse to different trial types were of interest, the error bars show
±I standard error of the difference, as derived from the within
group error term in the group x trial type ANOVA.Bottom panel:
Suppression to CS A during the retardation test for Groups
CC_Cl, CC_NI, NC_NI, and GenDec. Error Bars show ±I SEM.

CS A paired with shock. In contrast, CS A evoked strong
suppression in Groups CC_NI and NC_NI. An ANOVA
performed on these data found a significant effect of
group [F(3,25) = 42.71].

Stage 6 (conditioning a transfer excitor). In this
stage, CS C was paired with shock for all groups. Because
the groups had different histories with CS C, they acquired
suppression at different rates (data not shown). The rate
was fastest in Group CC_Cl, next fastest in Group Gen
Dec, and slowest in Groups CC_NI and NC_NI.

Stage 7 (transfer summation test). This stage con
sisted oftraining ofthe form C+, CA-. To the extent that
CS A had been transformed into a conditioned inhibitor
for Group CC_Cl, CS A was expected to acquire the po
tential to weaken suppression to CS C in that group faster
than in the other groups. On Day 1 ofthis training, the ad
dition of CS A to the already-conditioned CS C had no
effect in Group CC_Cl but increased suppression in all
the other groups. On Day 2, CS A tended to weaken sup-

pression to CS C in Group CC_Cl, and this tendency per
sisted across the remaining days. In contrast, CS A had
the opposite effect in all of the other groups on at least
Day 2. On Day 3, we failed to record the results for Group
GenDec, due to experimenter error; therefore, the top
panel of Figure 8 shows the results of summation testing
averaged over Days 4,5, and 6 only. A group X trial type
ANOVA performed on these data showed a significant
group X trial type interaction [F(3,25) = 5.40]. Follow
up r-test comparisons using the within-groups error term
from the ANOVA found that CS A significantly weak
ened suppression to CS C only in Group CC_Cl [/(25) =
3.46]. Importantly, that group was the only group for
which CS A had been subjected to Pavlovian conditioned
inhibition training in Stage 3. In Groups CC_NI and
NC_NI, CS A had been established as an excitor; in
Group GenDec, CS A had neither been paired with shock
nor been subjected to a B+, BA- procedure. The results
suggest, therefore, that, for Group CC_Cl in the transfer
summation test, there was some savings ofinhibition con
ditioned to CS A during B+, BA- training of Stage 3.

Stage 8 (retardation test). The results of the retarda
tion test with CS A are plotted, blocked over days, at the
bottom ofFigure 8. Throughout this training, CS A evoked
strong suppression in Groups CC_NI and NC_NI. These
groups had been conditioned to CS A in Stage I, and no
attempt had been made to weaken that conditioning ex
cept for the few probe tests of A alone and for the brief
exposure to the C+, CA- procedure of Stage 7. In con
trast, CS A evoked weak suppression at the outset of
Stage 8 for Groups CC_Cl and GenDec. Thus, the dif
ferences that existed among groups in Stage 5's test ofA
(see bottom panel of Figure 5) were maintained at the
start ofStage 8. With continued training, however, Groups
CC_Cl and GenDec gradually acquired suppression to
CS A. A question of interest is whether that acquisition
was slower in Group CC_Cl than in Group GenDec.
Group CC_Cl had received extensive B+, BA- training
in Stage 3 following A-US pairings in Stage 1. Group
GenDec had never received CS A paired with shock and
had received no B+, BA- training. A group X day
ANOVA isolating these two groups found significant ef
fects ofday and the group X day interaction [Fs(4,44) >
4.51]. Follow-up I tests, however, failed to reveal any sig
nificant differences between the two groups on any given
day [/s(11) < 1.95]. Thus, the significant interaction can
only be interpreted to mean that the acquisition function
for Group CC_Cl was flatter than the function for Group
GenDec. The flatness of the function for Group CC_Cl
might be construed as evidence ofretarded acquisition in
that group. This interpretation may be questioned, how
ever, to the extent that the two functions did not begin at
the same level. What is less ambiguous is that Group
CC_Cl showed no sudden increase in suppression to CS A
when A was paired with shock. Such an increase would
be expected from the view that a latent A-US association
had remained intact for this group after Stage 3 despite
our attempts to weaken it or reverse it. If there had been
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a latent A-US association, our A-US pairings should have
excelled as retrieval cues, bringing the A-US association
quickly to the fore.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

We used conditioned inhibition training in an effort to
weaken the putative within-compound (X-A) association
together with the putative A-US association following a
two-stage cue-competition procedure (A+ then AX+).
We found that the conditioned inhibition procedure did
not weaken CS A's ability to serve as a competing cue. It
did not restore responding to CS X. The major advance
ofthis work over the recent report by Rauhut et al. (1999)
is that here we found no evidence of spontaneous recov
ery of responding to CS A after testing for responding to
CS X. That is, CS A appeared incapable ofevoking con
ditioned fear immediately before and immediately after
X was tested. Thus, there was no evidence here for a latent
A-US association that might have generated spontaneous
recovery. And, as just noted above, even when we then
paired CS A with the US, we found no sudden increase
in responding to CS A (rapid reacquisition). Indeed, re
acquisition was no faster and may actually have been
slower than acquisition in a control group for which A
had never before been paired with the US. We would have
expected rapid reacquisition if there had been a latent
A-US association that needed only to be retrieved by
some retrieval cue in order to be expressed. What could
be a better retrieval cue than an A-US pairing for retriev
ing a latent A-US association?

These results speak strongly against current perfor
mance-deficit theories of cue competition. These theo
ries hold that when X is tested, it evokes a representation
of CS A, its companion during AX+ training; CS A then
evokes a representation of its US associate. Comparator
theory asserts that responding to X is directly related to
the strength of the X-US association and inversely re
lated to the product of the X-A and A-US associations.
Retrieval-interference theory asserts that a strong A-US
association can interfere with retrieval of an X-US as
sociation and thereby prevent performance to X.

Our evidence, however, suggested that, in one of our
cue-competition groups, there was no strong A-US as
sociation either just before or just after testing for respond
ing to X. Furthermore, exposing A repeatedly in the ab
sence ofX (including presenting it in compound with B)
should weaken not only the A-US association but also
the X-A association (Rescorla & Freberg, 1978). This
would further weaken the product of the X-A and A-US
associations. For these reasons, it seems extremely im
plausible that, at the time oftesting X, a strong A-US as
sociation could have prevented expression of the X-US
association either by acting as a comparator or by inter
fering with retrieval of the X-US association.

In contrast, in another cue-competition group, the re
sults implied that there was a very strong A-US associ
ation both before and after testing X. For this group, that

strong association should have thwarted expression ofthe
X-US association. Despite the differences in the pre
sumed strengths of the A-US association in these two
groups at the time that X was tested, the two groups were
indistinguishable in their weak responding to X. Because
the value of CS A at the time of testing X seemed to be
irrelevant, we are left to conclude that the crucial factor in
producing cue competition was the value of CS A at the
time ofAX+ training. It seems likely that, during AX+
training, the X-US association was poorly formed in our
cue-competition groups because ofcompetition from the
already-trained CS A. Thus, our results appear much more
congenial with early learning-deficit theories of cue
competition (Kamin, 1968; Mackintosh, 1975; Pearce &
Hall, 1980; Rescorla & Wagner, 1972; Wagner, 1981)
than with performance-deficit theories.

Our results are also not as predicted by recent acqui
sition-focused models, such as the revised R-W rule (Van
Hamme & Wasserman, 1994) and the revised SOP the
ory (Dickinson & Burke, 1996). Those models agree with
the early learning-deficit theories that a deficit in learn
ing to X occurred during our AX+ training. However,
they predict increments in X's value when A is subse
quently nonreinforced. As explained in the introduction,
they expect those increments to be especially large when
A is nonreinforced in the presence ofan excitor, such as
CS B. Therefore, our conditioned inhibition procedure
(B+, BA-) should have been especially effective in fos
tering increments to X. This incremental process, how
ever, depends on CS A's ability to evoke a representation
of its within-compound associate, X. Our conditioned
inhibition procedure was designed expressly to weaken
that within-compound association in order to provide a
strong test of performance-deficit theories. By weaken
ing that association, we necessarily constrained the in
cremental process. Still, these acquisition-focused mod
els predict negatively accelerated learning curves, and
we would therefore expect that the most important in
crements to X would occur before the within-compound
association had been substantially weakened.

Our conclusion does not rest on the demonstration that
conditioned inhibition training actually transformed CS A
into a conditioned inhibitor of fear. We assert only that
the conditioned inhibition procedure weakened the exci
tatory value ofCS A or held it in check with a competing
CS-no-US association, not that it created a purely in
hibitory CS A. Although our transfer summation test and
our retardation test provided some evidence that CS A
may have acquired some inhibitory value, that evidence
was not overwhelming. To the extent that it exists at all,
however, it only buttresses our argument. It does not in
any way weaken it.

When extinguishing A or subjecting it to a condi
tioned inhibition procedure fails to enhance responding
to CS X, advocates ofperformance-deficit theory can al
ways suggest that not enough such training was given. In
deed, Blaisdell et al. (1999) have presented strong evi
dence that nonreinforced A exposures must be conducted



well beyond the point that A stops evoking a CR. Fur
thermore, they have suggested that a 50-to-l ratio ofnon
reinforced A exposures to A+ or AX+ trials might be re
quired to eliminate cue-competition effects. One problem
with this suggestion, however, is that Kaufman and
Bolles (1981) were able to reverse the effects of over
shadowing using only a 2-to-l ratio ofA-to AX+ trials
(5 AX+ trials followed by lOA-trials). In addition, it is
well known that the crucial parameter in extinction is not
the number ofnonreinforced CS exposures but rather the
total duration ofthat exposure (Shipley, 1974). In this re
gard, each of the present experiments gave more exten
sive nonreinforced exposure of CS A than the most ex
tensive exposure used by Blaisdell et al. (1999). In the
present work, the competing cue, CS A, produced pro
found suppression in one group and no suppression in
the other. The two groups differed behaviorally about as
much as possible on this measure; yet, they suppressed
similarly to the target CS, X. It is hard to see why any
further differential treatment of CS A in the two groups
should alter its ability to prevent conditioned performance
to X in those groups. To argue otherwise is to give the
appearance ofsaying that differential treatment is exten
sive enough only when responding to X is enhanced in
one ofthe groups, as performance-deficit theory predicts.
That argument would render the performance-deficit hy
pothesis untestable.

Advocates of the recent acquisition-focused models
described by Van Hamme and Wasserman (1994) and
Dickinson and Burke (1996) would be unlikely to argue
that we failed to give enough nonreinforced A trials. Be
cause those models predict negatively accelerated learn
ing curves, they would anticipate the largest increments
to X's conditioned value to occur on the early BA- or
A- trials. These theories would probably not place a pre
mium on massive nonreinforced exposure of CS A.

In a personal communication, Ralph Miller (January
1999) noted that, in the work of Rauhut et al. (1999),
CS A was always the termination of white noise. He sug
gested that animals might process the cessation of a
stimulus for only a brief period and that this brief pro
cessing could reduce the impact of extensive extinction
exposure to that cessation. Like Rauhut et aI., we too
used cessation of white noise as CS A. It would seem dif
ficult to argue here, however, that CS A was processed
only briefly during the conditioned inhibition procedure
because CS A became so adept at reducing responding to
CS B. The fact that it did so seems to imply that it was
processed throughout much of its duration. One way to
assess this processing idea directly is to ask whether,
during the conditioning of such a CS, responding differs
during its first and second halves. Weaker responding in
the second halfof the CS wouldbe consistent with Miller's
suggestion. Accordingly, we examined the suppression in
the first and second halves ofCS A on the last trial of A+
training in Stage 1. For the 24 rats conditioned to CS A,
the mean suppression ratios in its first and second halves
were .06 and .08, respectively. These values did not differ
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significantly [correlated t(23) = 1.27]. Similarly, ifrats
stop processing CS A (but not B) during B+, BA- train
ing, then the effects of the fear excitor (B) should remain
constant for the duration of the BA compound, while the
effects of the fear inhibitor (A) should weaken. This
would mean that suppression to the BA compound should
increase throughout its extent. To check on this possibil
ity, we examined suppression in the first and second halves
of the last BA- trial during conditioned inhibition train
ing; we found the mean suppression ratios to be .40 and
.46 in those two halves, the difference being small and in
the wrong direction. In short, we find no evidence for a
reduction of processing during the two halves of our 2
min white-noise-cessation CS.

Until very recently, comparator theory's view of cue
competition has been easy to distinguish from the learning
deficit theory's view. In contrast to learning-deficit the
ory, comparator theory has held that cue competition is
something that takes place not at the time of training but
rather at the time oftesting. The theory has been a molar
theory in that it has not been concerned about the mole
cular details of sequences of trial types during learning.
For example, it distinguished itselffrom learning-deficit
theories, such as Rescorla and Wagner's (1972) model,
by predicting that it mattered little whether A- trials
were given after A+ training and before AX+ training or
were instead given after both A+ and AX+ training had
been completed. Either procedure should weaken X's
comparator A-US association at the time of testing and
result in strong responding to X. It was A's associative
value at the time of testing X, not A's associative value at
the time of training X, that mattered. In its molarity,
comparator theory was similar to contingency theory
(Rescorla, 1967), a theory that attempted to predict be
havior based on molar contingencies or correlations be
tween CSs and USs, correlations calculated over long
spans of time including multiple sessions. That view,
however, was challenged by the fact that different groups
of rats could receive molar correlations of zero and yet
respond to the CS or not at the time of testing depending
on the molecular details of trial sequencing at the time of
training (Ayres, Benedict, & Witcher, 1975; Benedict &
Ayres, 1972). For explanation, such results appeared to
require a theory such as the Rescorla-Wagner model, in
which the molecular ordering of trial types was crucially
important.

In their recent paper, Blaisdell et al. (1999) have reaf
firmed the importance of trial-sequence effects. They
have found that, for blocking to occur, it is not sufficient
that the rat receive 12 A+ trials and 4 AX+ trials; rather,
the two trial types must occur in a particular order (cf.
Kamin, 1968). Specifically, at least two A+ trials must
precede the first AX+ trial. This must mean that some
thing happening at the time of training, not just at the
time of testing, is responsible for cue competition. It is
exactly the result that learning-deficit theories such as
the Rescorla-Wagner model anticipate. That model
would hold, for example, that A's early acquisition ofas-
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sociative value enables A to win out over X in the com
petition for the remaining associative value that the US
can support and thus limits the amount of associative
value that X can acquire. As comparator theorists, how
ever, Blaisdell et al. (1999) reject that interpretation. In
stead, they choose to say that the early reinforcement of
A enables A to acquire "biological significance," which,
in turn, limits the significance that X can acquire. In
their new version of comparator theory, performance at
the time oftesting X is now influenced not only by a com
parison of the strengths of the X-US and A-US associ
ations at the time oftesting but also by the biological sig
nificance that X acquired at the time of training. The
antecedent conditions for the construct ofbiological sig
nificance (Blaisdell et aI., 1999, p. 67), however, appear
to be remarkably similar to the antecedent conditions of
the construct ofassociative value in the Rescorla-Wagner
model. Both depend on the number of reinforced trials
and the ordering oftrial types during the training ofCS X.
In short, the distinction between comparator theory and
learning-deficit theory is no longer as clear as it once was.

Why the Discrepant Results Regarding
Recovery From Cue Competition?

As mentioned in our introduction, many studies have
found no effect of reducing CS A's excitatory strength
following AX+ training in cue-competition procedures
(Kamin, 1968; Rauhut et aI., 1999; Revusky et aI., 1977;
Schachtman et aI., 1992, Experiments 1,2, and 3; the
present experiments). At the same time, many other stud
ies have indeed found the kinds of effects that are pre
dicted by performance-deficit theories (Blaisdell et aI.,
1999; Cole et aI., 1995; Harris & Westbrook, 1998; Kauf
man & Bolles, 1981; Matzel et aI., 1985, 1987; Yin et aI.,
1993). Still other studies have found the opposite effects
(Couvillon & Bitterman, 1982; Holland & Ross, 1981;
Rescorla & Colwill, 1983; Schachtman et aI., 1992, Ex
periments 4 and 5; Schweitzer & Green, 1982; Speers
et aI., 1980).

What is responsible for these three different outcomes?
Harris and Westbrook (1998) have presented an analysis
that may give the appearance ofenabling comparator the
ory to explain them. These authors suggest that extin
guishing A following conditioning ofthe AX compound
can weaken, enhance, or have no effect on the response
to X, depending on the strength of the within-compound
association between X and A. According to their analy
sis, there are two opposing factors: (l) the tendency for
extinguishing CS A to cause retroactive revaluation of
the X-US association (enhancement of the CR to X by
weakening the comparator A-US association), and (2) the
tendency of CS X to "borrow" strength from CS A be
cause ofX's association with A. That is, X evokes a strong
CR partly because it evokes a representation of its within
compound associate, A; and A, in turn, evokes its asso
ciated US representation. If the within-compound asso
ciation is strong, then extinguishing A can weaken the
response to X (as in Couvillon & Bitterman, 1982; Hol-

land & Ross, 1981; Schachtman et aI., 1992, Experiments
4 and 5; Schweitzer & Green, 1982; Speers et aI., 1980)
because the extinction robs X of its ability to borrow
from A. If the within-compound association is moder
ately strong and A is extinguished, then the tendency for
X to borrow from A can be offset by the retroactive re
valuation tendency, meaning that extinguishing A can
have no effect on the response to X (as in Kamin, 1968;
Rauhut et aI., 1999; Revusky et aI., 1977; Schachtman
et aI., 1992, Experiments 1, 2, and 3; present experiments).
Finally, if the within-compound association is weak, X
cannot borrow from A; therefore, extinguishing A can
only cause retroactive revaluation. This would lead to an
increase in the response to X (as in Blaisdell et aI., 1999;
Cole et aI., 1995; Harris & Westbrook, 1998; Kaufman
& Bolles, 1981; Matzeletal., 1985, 1987; Yin et aI., 1993).

One should note, however, that the idea of X "bor
rowing" strength from A is fundamentally incompatible
with the assumptions of comparator theory. According
to comparator theory, the response to X is inversely re
lated to the product of the within-compound association
and the strength ofthe A-US association. Those two things
together prevent the expression of the X-US association
(Blaisdell et aI., 1999). Therefore, extinguishing either
the within-compound association or the A-US associa
tion can only enhance, not weaken, the response to X.

Harris and Westbrook's (1998) emphasis on the im
portance of the strength of the within-compound associ
ation may be entirely correct (see Dickinson & Burke,
1996); however, it is difficult to evaluate because, at pre
sent, we have no ways of measuring in nonhuman ani
mals the strength of within-compound associations that
are independent of the effects that the different strengths
are invoked to explain.

Another approach to trying to explain the discrepan
cies in the literature is to make direct comparisons be
tween the procedures used (and the results found) in the
experiments that produced the three possible outcomes.
Unfortunately, we find such comparisons to be of little
help because the experiments differed in so many ways.
Even if we confine our attention to studies that used the
conditioned suppression method, comparisons are frus
trated by major variations in that method. For example,
studies that have supported performance-deficit theories
have used a lick-suppression technique. In contrast, the
present work and that of Kamin (1968), Rauhut et al.
(1999), and Schweitzer and Green (1982), which did not
support those theories, used a barpress-suppression tech
nique. It seems unlikely to us that the difference between
lick suppression and barpress suppression per se could
be responsible for the discrepant results in the literature.
Both forms of suppression appear to be mediated by the
fear-induced evocation of defensive immobility (Albert
& Ayres, 1997; Bevins & Ayres, 1992, 1994; Bouton &
Bolles, 1980; Mast et aI., 1982; van Willigen, Emmett,
Cote, & Ayres, 1987). What does seem important to us,
however, is the fact that those who have used the lick
suppression technique either have not recorded any data



prior to the posttreatment test or have not described those
data. This is despite the fact that their experiments, like
our own, involved multiple stages prior to the posttreat
ment test. This lack ofdata prior to posttreatment testing
raises four major problems for any attempt to evaluate
the lick-suppression work, much less to compare it with
the barpress-suppression work of the present type.

First, if no data are recorded or described prior to the
posttreatment test, it is impossible to see how well groups
are matched on responding to the target cue prior to
treatment designed to produce recovery from cue com
petition. Second, it is impossible to use the data leading
to the posttreatment test to make inferences about learn
ing processes occurring prior to that test. Third, it is im
possible to compare the results leading to the posttreat
ment test with the results obtained in studies like the
present one in which behavior was measured and de
scribed at each step before the final test. Fourth, it is im
possible to corroborate the posttreatment test results with
the results ofmeasurements made before and after treat
ment. Thus, we would like to have a measure of the CR to
the target cue both before and after a treatment intended
to strengthen that CR. The most persuasive evidence for
recovery from cue competition would be the demonstra
tion that the CR to the target cue did in fact increase within
the treatment group from before to after treatment and
that, after treatment, it was greater in the treatment group
than in control groups.

Such before-versus-after comparisons can be made in
the present work by comparing the X-probe test results
with the final performance to X after intervening treat
ment (e.g., top panel of Figure 2 vs. Figure 4; top panel of
Figure 5 vs. Figure 7). These comparisons show clearly
that the intervening treatment (B+, BA-training) did not
enhance suppression to the target cue, X, within the CC_Cl
condition. They agree with the between-groups, post
treatment comparisons.

Agreement between posttreatment and before-versus
after-treatment comparisons is not trivial. For example,
strong evidence for recovery from cue competition is
thought to exist in the literature on causal attribution in
human subjects (e.g., Wasserman & Berglan, 1998). Was
serman and Berglan argued that their evidence was par
ticularly compelling. Using a completely within-subjects
design, their method allowed posttreatment comparisons
of causal efficacy and comparisons of causal efficacy
before and after a treatment designed to produce recov
ery from cue competition. Their posttreatment comparison
provided strong evidence for such recovery; yet, their
before-versus-after comparison did not. Thus, the judged
causal efficacy of their target cue did not increase ap
preciably following devaluation of its within-compound
associate (compare means to Cue Y in Rating Periods 2
and 3 in their Table 3). So, did recovery from cue com
petition occur in their study or not? The results seem am
biguous. Given that the lick-suppression work on recovery
from cue competition has described only the posttreat-
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ment behavior, we have no way of knowing whether a
similar ambiguity might exist in that work.

Another factor that has been confounded with the
differences in the lick-suppression versus barpress
suppression techniques is the duration of the CSs used.
Studies using barpress-suppression techniques have
used long CS durations (30 sec to 3 min), whereas those
using lick-suppression have used short CS durations
(usually 10 sec). As part of his doctoral dissertation,
Rauhut (1999) performed a study that used the barpress
suppression techniques of the present work but with
short (1O-sec)CS durations. He found that A-trials given
after AX+ training weakened, not strengthened, the CR
to X. However, his results were inconclusive because, with
short CSs, he was unable to find any evidence ofcue com
petition. Thus, the importance ofCS duration on recovery
from cue competition within the conditioned suppres- .
sion procedure remains unclear and should be further
investigated.
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NOTES

1. When the experimental group receives A+ followed by AX+ and
the control group receives only X+, the difference between groups in
their response to X on test trials reflects both blocking and overshad
owing in unknown proportions. We chose this procedure to maximize
cue competition.

2. In Experiment I, the percentage of trials in which suppression ra
tios had to be estimated in each stage of the experiment was as follows:
3.8% in Stage I, 1.2% in Stage 2, 1.6% in Stage 3, and 0% in Stages 4 and
5. In Experiment 2, the percentages were 1.3% in Stage 1,0% in Stage 2,
0.4% in Stage 3, 0.5% in Stage 4, and 0% in Stages 5, 6, 7, and 8.
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